
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Menu 

Step 1 Print desired wording on the White linen paper in DL portrait format using 

Printstation 3. Trim to size 9.9cm x 21.2cm. Cut the designer card to a size of 21.5cm x 
10cm. 

Step 2 Cut the Hydrangea Rose paper to the size 9.9cm x 5cm. Using the Florentine 
border punch, cut a border approximately 12cm long using the Shimmering Pearl paper. 
Cut to size 9.9cm x 6cm. Using the adhesive tape, glue the Hydrangea Rose paper on 

top of the Shimmering Pearl paper, so the Florentine pattern is sticking out from one 
side. Glue the Shimmering Pearl paper to the top edge of the White linen paper 
containing wording. 

Step 3 Insert the Diamante buckle onto the ribbon and glue down on the edge of the 
Hydrangea Rose paper. Secure the buckle in the centre of menu. Fold the ends to the 

back and glue down. 

Step 4 Glue the top edge of the White linen paper onto the centre of the Blush 
designer card. 

Invite 

Step 1 Print desired wording on the White linen paper in DL landscape format using 
Printstation 3. Trim to size 9.9cm x 21.2cm. Cut the designer card to a size of 21.5cm x 
10cm. 



Step 2 Cut the Hydrangea Rose paper to the size 9.9cm x 8.5cm. Using the Florentine 
border punch, cut a border approximately 12cm long using the Shimmering Pearl paper. 
Cut to size 9.9cm x 9.5cm. Using the adhesive tape, glue the Hydrangea Rose paper on 
top of the Shimmering Pearl paper, so the Florentine pattern is sticking out from one 

side. Glue the Shimmering Pearl paper to the top edge of the White linen paper 
containing wording. 

Step 3 Insert the Diamante buckle onto the ribbon and glue down on the edge of the 
Hydrangea Rose paper. Secure the buckle in the centre of invite. Fold the ends to the 
back and glue down. 

Step 4 Glue the top edge of the White linen paper onto the centre of the Blush 
designer card. 

Placecard 

Step 1 Print desired wording on the White linen paper in placecard rectangle format 
using Printstation 3. Print wording to be towards the bottom edge. Cut to size of 9cm x 
5.5cm. 

Step 2 Cut the Blush designer card to size 9.2cm x 11.2cm. Using the scorer on the 
paper trimmer, score a line in the centre o fhte card. 

Step 3 Using the Florentine border punch, cut a border approximately 12cm long using 

the Shimmering Pearl paper. Cut the Hydrangea Rose paper to size 9cm x 2.5cm. Using 
the adhesive tape, glue the Hydrangea Rose paper to the Shimmering Pearl paper, so 
the Florentine border is sticking out from the bottom edge. Glue the Shimmering Pearl 
paper to the top of the White linen paper containing wording. 

Step 4 Glue down the Ivory ribbon on the edge of the Hydrangea Rose paper. Fold the 

ends to the back and glue down. 

Step 5 Glue the top edge of the White linen paper onto the centre of the Blush 
placecard. 

 


